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Why Summarize Automatically?

● News articles

● Tweets on Twitter

● Business meetings

● Microblogs

● Research papers

● Much more

Benefits

● Reduce reading time

● Remove bias

● Improve document selection efficiency



Method Overview: Extractive (Yao et al. 2017)

Process includes:

● Sentence Scoring
● Sentence Selection
● Sentence Reformulation

Techniques:

● HMMs

● CRFs

● Structural SVMs

● Integer Linear Programming (ILP)



Method Overview: Abstractive

1. Comprehend the meaning of the input text

2. Generate a summary using whatever words best fit the meaning

Paraphrase example:

The town was damaged by the cyclone. -> The tornado hit the town.



Project Goal

Create a novel neural network model that produces the best abstractive summaries of a single 
sentence.

Sentence

Summary



ANNs for Abstractive Summarization

Encoder-decoder networks are the modern architecture for developing summarization models.

Input text

Encoder

End-to-end summary generation model

Decoder
Generated summary

Context Vector



Related Work

● Koehn et al., 2007:  a statistical machine translation  model with confusion-matrix decoding.
○ Models: MOSES+

● Rush, et al. (2015):  a standard NNLM with attention for encoding, beam search for decoding. 
○ Models: ABS and ABS+

● Zeng et al. (2016): one RNN to reweight another with attention, copy, and read-again mechanisms.
○ Model: RA-C-LSTM

● Paulus et al. (2017): RNN model with RL and teacher forcing.

● Li et al.  (2018): RL optimized directly on ROUGE for highest scores. 
○ Model: AC-ABS



MT: The Transformer (Vaswani, et al. 2017)

In general:

● An encoder-decoder neural network built for machine translation.

● Uses multiheaded attention mechanisms in both the encoder and decoder networks.

● Includes positional encoding.

Important takeaway: 

● Networks can solve sequence to sequence tasks using attention exclusively without the need for 

recurrence or convolutions.



Base Implementation

Attention-based encoder-decoder 

optimized for summarization. Involves 

positional encoding and standard feed 

forward layers.

Attention:

- Multiheaded

- self

- scaled dot-product attention



Attention Mechanisms

Scaled Dot-Product Attention

Maps a query (Q) to a given key-value pair (K,V). 



Attention Mechanisms
Local Attention

Divides the key-value vectors into localized 

blocks. Each query position can see the 

corresponding block and past blocks. 

Results of each block attention are merged.

Dilated Attention

Introduces gaps between the blocks of local 

attention. Query positions see a window of 

preceding and following blocks Image from Liu et al, 2018



Initial Results

System ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

Transformer-Base 18.45   5.08 16.67

ABS+ 28.18   8.49 23.81

RAS-Elman 28.97   8.26 24.06

AC-ABS 32.03 10.99 27.86

Input Sentence
the radical islamic group hamas on monday denounced u.s. 
president bill clinton 's upcoming visit to the gaza strip but 
carefully avoided making any threats against him .

Generated Summary
the radical islamic group hamas on monday denounced u.s. 
president bill



Attention Analysis

Layer 0 shows good diversity in what the decoder 
is attending over. Each color represents one 
attention head.



Attention Analysis

Layers 1-5 show poorly learned attention. Only 
the current position is considered from the input 
sequence.

1) Strong local minimum in training
2) Prepending inputs to targets



Training and Evaluation

Datasets

● Gigaword    (3.8M)

● DUC2003   (625)

● DUC2004   (500)

Evaluation

● ROUGE scores
○ Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation

Model Name ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

someModel1 Unigram % Bigram % LCS



Training and Evaluation
The Problem with ROUGE

There are many ways to say the same thing, but paraphrasing and synonymous concepts are not 

considered by ROUGE.

Generated summary: technology companies win a case over copyright 
laws

Target summary: Tech giants win a battle over copyright 
regulations

ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2

50.00 28.57

An abstractive summary requires an abstractive evaluation.



Training and Evaluation: VERT
New metric for evaluating automatic summaries: Versatile Evaluation of Reduced Texts (VERT)

Semantic abstractions

Works at the sentence level and at the word level



Training and Evaluation: VERT

Similarity Sub-Score

Cosine similarity between sentence 

vectors generated by InferSent 
(Conneau, et al. 2017)



Training and Evaluation: VERT

Dissimilarity Sub-Score

Word Mover’s Distance (Kusner, et al. 

2015)

Image from Kusner, et al. 2015



Training and Evaluation: VERT

Similarity ranges [0,1] and Dissimilarity ranges [0, inf]

           ?

1. Want a range of  [0,1]

2. Give equal weight to both  sub-scores

OR



Training and Evaluation: VERT

Target summaries of DUC2004



Training and Evaluation: VERT
Human evaluation vs VERT?

Responsiveness assessment*: 
50 generated summaries

Likert Scale:
1. Very Poor

    2. Poor
    3. Barely Acceptable
    4. Good
    5. Very Good

*https://duc.nist.gov/duc2007/responsiveness.assessment.instructions



Model Optimizations
Decoding Problem:

The target summaries of Gigaword average 8 words 

long, but the target summaries of DUC2004 average 

11.5 words long.

Solution:

1. Beam search decoding: beam size of 8

2. Alpha decoding parameter: control the change 

of generating <EOS>

3. Set a fixed token generation limit: 14 words

Solution: delay gradient updates

Convergence Problem:



Comparison of Attention Mechanisms

Trained on Gigaword. Tested on DUC2004. Each trained with 25000 steps.



Generated Examples



Comparison to Published Approaches



Conclusion

Research questions answered:

● Can a self-attentive network be modified to perform sentence summarization?
○ Yes

● What is the effect of various attention mechanisms on summarization performance?
○ Relative dot-product self-attention performed the best
○ Local and dilated self-attention should be masked

● Is there a better way to judge abstractive summaries than ROUGE?
○ Proposed VERT
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